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Introduction
We human being are the mixture of SOUL and BODY that 

combined with the visible Body and the invisible Spirit. 

In fact, the invisible Mental Health (MH) is much more 
important than the visible Body Health(BH) because the MH and 
BH not only are interact with each other with Synergy model, the 
MH actually can decide the human societal economy prosperity 
and the World Peace, However, the traditional Western Health 
Care Model System only focus on physical health. The Western 
MH is not a comprehensive MH science that should respect the 
MH much more crucial role than the Physical Health to decide the 
Health Care System performance by its key role on shaping the 
Political Regime and Political Policy, the Religion the Culture of 
our human societal values. 

The Mental Health is the real crucial factor that decides our 
human being health and the World Peace.Moreover, the Children 
Mental Health (CMH) is the most crucial part of Human Being 
Mental Health (HBMH) because the Childhood is the most 
important stage of every people to shape a healthy life both in BH 
and MH.When we are born, we drink milk and eat food etc. visible 
food grow up our visible body to shape our visible figure. In the 
same time, we also learn knowledge and information etc. invisible 
food to feed our invisible brain to shape our values. All our life, 
we have to eat the visible food is serve our visible body’s growth 
and we also have to learn the invisible food, the knowledge and 
information to meet our invisible soul’s need to shape our mental 
world.

No people would like to feed their children with visible poison 
food because the visible poison food can cause the children’s body 
death quickly. Therefore, the parent can see the worst consequence, 
so they don’t feed poison food to their children. However, because 
the poison spirit food is invisible, and a dead soul that is poisoned 
by dangerous evil values and lies is also invisible; Moreover, not 
every poison food either it’s visible or invisible can be identified 
easily; Furthermore, the school, the education system, the Medias, 
and the church are the key places to provide the invisible food 
to shape the children’s and people’s MH. Therefore, it’s difficult 
or impossible for the parents to protect their children from the 
invisible poisoning spirit food injury.

Conclusion
Many totalitarian political powers, such as the Chinese 

communist Party (CCP), the radicalism religion groups, such 
as the Islamization, ISIS etc. organizations, all brain wash their 
countries’ children with invisible poison food, lies and evil values 
etc. in order to make their children’ to be their political regime 
slaves and victims. 

The CCP and totalitarian religion groups not only destroy 
their children’s future and kill these children’s MH and beautiful 
soul with poison invisible food, but also make their children become 
the war criminal or the victims of a war or conflicts. However, the 
world has no yet notice this extremely important issue that related 
to billions of children’s MH.
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